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• The Hong Kong dollar spot exchange rate eased in the first seven 

months of the year, reaching a low of 7.8265 per USD on 22 August, 

largely driven by the widening interest rate gap between the Hong Kong 

dollar and the US dollar. 

• Afterwards, alongside the notable appreciation of the renminbi and the 

announcement of additional issuance of Exchange Fund Bills, some 

market players turned more cautious in holding onto their interest carry 

positions.  This led to an increase in the demand for Hong Kong dollar.  

The Hong Kong dollar spot exchange rate has rebounded to near 7.80 

level against the US dollar recently. 



• A total of HK$80 billion of additional Exchange Fund Bills (EFBs) were 

issued between August and October to meet banks’ strong demand for 

EFBs for liquidity management purpose.  Accordingly, the Aggregate 

Balance declined from levels close to HK$260 billion in early August to 

about HK$180 billion in late October. 

 

 



• The Hong Kong dollar interbank interest rates (HIBORs) remained lower 

than their US dollar counterparts (LIBORs).  Owing to a further US 

interest rate hike in June, the spread between 3-month HIBOR and 

LIBOR widened from -44 basis points at end-May to about -59  basis 

points in mid-October.  An increase in IPO-related and quarter-end 

funding demand led to a brief increase in overnight HIBOR at end-

September, narrowing the interest rate differential with LIBOR. 



• After widening gradually since the beginning of the year, the 12-month 

Hong Kong dollar forward points appeared to have stabilised and 

moved largely around -500 pips between June and late October. 

 





• The banking sector continued to be well capitalised.  The consolidated 

capital adequacy ratio of locally incorporated AIs edged down slightly to 

18.7% at end-June 2017 from 18.8% a quarter earlier, but remained well 

above the international minimum requirement of 8%.   

 

 

 

 



• In the second quarter of 2017, the quarterly average Liquidity Coverage 

Ratio of category 1 institutions was 144.2%, well above the 80% 

statutory minimum requirement applicable for 2017.  For category 2 

institutions, their quarterly average Liquidity Maintenance Ratio was 

49.7%, also well above the 25% statutory minimum requirement. 

 



• The asset quality of retail banks continued to hold up well.  Their 

classified loan ratio edged down to 0.68% at end-June 2017 from 0.70% 

a quarter earlier, well below the long-run historical average of 2.3% 

since 2000.  The classified loan ratio of the whole banking sector stood 

at 0.83% at end-June 2017, unchanged from end-March 2017. 

 

 

 

 



• The net interest margin of retail banks’ Hong Kong offices rose to 1.41% 

in the first half of 2017 from 1.30% in the same period last year. 

 



• As compared to the end of 2016, total loans of the Hong Kong banking 

sector grew by 11.6% to around HK$9 trillion at end-August 2017. 

Entering the third quarter, loan growth showed signs of moderation. The 

month-on-month loan growth rates in July and August were 1.0% and 

0.2% respectively.  If this trend continues, it is expected that the quarter-

on-quarter loan growth rate in the third quarter will slow to 2.3% as 

compared to 5.4% in the second quarter. 

 

• The loan growth in the first 8 months was broad-based.  Loans for use in 

Hong Kong (year-to-date growth: +11.4%), loans for use outside Hong 

Kong (year-to-date growth: +12.5%) and trade finance (year-to-date 

growth: +9.1%) all recorded growth during the period. 

 

 



 

• Hong Kong-dollar loan-to-deposit ratio edged up to 78% at end-August 

2017 from 77% at end-June 2017.  Similarly, all currencies loan-to-

deposit ratio increased slightly to 72% from 71% during the same period.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Latest statistics for residential mortgage loans (RMLs) 

Monthly 

average 

in 2015 

Monthly 

average 

in 2016 

Mar 

2017 

Apr 

2017 

May 

2017 

Jun 

2017 

Jul 

2017 

Aug 

2017 

Number of 
sale and 
purchase 
agreements 

4,665 4,558 5,856 7,060 5,732 6,100 3,515 4,014 

Number of 
new RML 
applications 

9,626 10,294 15,603 13,027 14,825 14,654 9,090 10,908 

Number of 

new RMLs 

approved 
7,059 7,290 9,940 8,164 10,845 11,459 8,878 7,997 

Latest statistics for residential property prices 

Property price index Period Property price 

index 

Rating and 

Valuation 

Department 

(10/1997=100) 

Latest position 08/2017 196.1 

Recent Peak 08/2017 196.1 

Peak in 1997 10/1997 100.0 

Centaline 

(6/7/1997=100) 

Latest position 10/09/2017 161.0 

Recent Peak 27/08/2017 161.4 

Peak in 1997 19/10/1997 102.9 



On 25 October, we submitted to the Legislative Council (LegCo) for approval 

some legislative amendments to implement international banking regulatory 

standards aimed at strengthening the financial soundness and resilience of 

banks and the banking sector.  These comprise: 

 

• Banking (Capital) (Amendment) Rules 2017 (BCAR 2017) and Banking 

(Liquidity) (Amendment) Rules 2017, which will implement the Basel III 

Leverage Ratio and Net Stable Funding Ratio requirements.  Also 

included in the BCAR 2017 are proposed rules on the Basel revised 

securitisation framework and (interim) capital treatment of expected loss 

provisioning under Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standard 9.   

 

• In addition, following a decision of the Basel Committee in November 

2016, we take this opportunity to propose an amendment to the Banking 

(Specification of Multilateral Development Bank) Notice to include a 

member of the World Bank Group (the International Development 

Association) as a Multilateral Development Bank for preferential capital 

and liquidity treatment.   

 

• Subject to negative vetting by LegCo, these regulatory changes will take 

effect from 1 January 2018. 

 

• Banking (Amendment) Bill 2017, which seeks to empower the Monetary 

Authority to prescribe recovery planning requirements and financial 

exposure limits for authorized institutions to reflect the latest international 

regulatory standards. 



• The Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist Financing (Financial 

Institutions) (Amendment) Bill 2017 was introduced into the Legislative 

Council (LegCo) on 28 June 2017.  While the main objective of the bill is to 

expand the  anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing regime to 

cover certain non-financial sectors (i.e. solicitors, accountants, real estate 

agents, and trust or company service providers), a number of existing 

requirements applicable to banks will also be amended to streamline the 

customer due diligence requirements.  Subject to the passage of the bill by 

LegCo, the proposed amendments will come into effect on 1 March 2018.  

 

 



• The FIRO (Commencement) Notice and the Financial Institutions (Resolution) (Protected 

Arrangements) Regulation were tabled before the Legislative Council (LegCo) on 17 May.  

Following completion of the LegCo negative vetting procedure, the main provisions of the 

FIRO and PAR came into force on 7 July 2017.  

• To increase market understanding on how the Monetary Authority (MA) as a resolution 

authority will carry out its core functions under FIRO, a number of chapters of the Code of 

Practice (made pursuant to section 196 of FIRO) were issued by the HKMA on 7 July.  These 

were chapters in respect of: (i) the operational independence of the MA as a resolution 

authority (“RA-1”); (ii) how the MA plans to carry out its statutory functions as a resolution 

authority for banks in Hong Kong (“RA-2”); and (iii) the resolution planning core information 

requirements on authorized institutions (“CI-1”).  The HKMA will issue more chapters in due 

course, including the chapter on setting resolvability standards for banks. 

• The next key legislative priority is the development of rules to be made by the MA as a 

resolution authority under FIRO to set LAC requirements for AIs (including to implement the 

Financial Stability Board’s standard on Total LAC).  Consultation paper is expected to be 

issued around the end of 2017 / start of 2018, following which the rules are expected to be 

introduced into LegCo in the second quarter of 2018.  

• Because of the loss-absorbing characteristics of LAC instruments, they may not be treated as 

debt for tax purposes under the IRO, and thereby related interest expenses would not be tax 

deductible.  The IRO was amended in 2015 to address this issue for Additional Tier 1 and Tier 

2 capital instruments.  A further amendment is required to deal with LAC instruments to 

address the same issue.  A joint consultation will be conducted on IRO amendment and 

development of the LAC rules.  It is expected that the IRO amendment bill will be introduced 

into LegCo in the second quarter of 2018.  

• Other relevant legislation that is currently being pursued relates to rules to be made by the 

Chief Justice regulating the practice and procedure of the court in relation to (i) clawback of 

remuneration and (ii) presentation of  winding up petition for within scope entities under FIRO.  

Our expectation is that these rules will be introduced into LegCo around the second quarter of 

2018. 



• The HKMA continues to work with the banking industry to develop the 

professional level module of ECF on Anti-Money Laundering/Counter-

Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT) for more experienced practitioners.  The 

structure and syllabus of the professional level training programme has 

been set and the development of the learning materials is in progress.  It is 

expected that the professional level module will be launched in early 2018. 

• Following completion of the formal industry consultation for the two new 

ECF modules on retail wealth management and treasury management, the 

HKMA continues to coordinate with the industry and relevant professional 

bodies (i.e. the Hong Kong Institute of Bankers and the Treasury Markets 

Association) to prepare for the implementation of the aforementioned two 

modules at the beginning of 2018. 



• The HKMA launched a thematic education campaign to enhance the 

public awareness and understanding of the credit card chargeback 

mechanism, and remind the public to think carefully before making 

prepayment.    Cross-media promotion via TV, radio, print, web and mobile 

platforms is arranged to disseminate the messages to the public.    

 

• The HKMA also conducted cross-media publicity to promote smart use of 

credit cards, ATM cards and internet banking services, and advocate 

responsible attitude in taking on a loan.  Relevant educational messages 

are conveyed to the public through TV, radio, public transport, out-of-home 

TV network,  newspapers,  popular websites and smartphone apps.    

 

 

 

 

 



• A full-scope payout rehearsal was conducted in October 2017.  The 

rehearsal involved the members of the Hong Kong Deposit Protection Board 

and all payout agents in a “close to actual” bank failure situation to test the 

command, control and communication of a payout operation.  The results 

illustrate that the seven-day payout target can be met. 

 

• To further improve the operational effectiveness and efficiency of payouts, 

the payout system is being updated to enhance the overall system resilience.  

It is expected to be completed by the end of 2018.  

 

• Publicity initiatives and community education activities were carried out to 

promote the public understanding of the DPS coverage and appreciation of 

the value of DPS protection, including a new set of TV and radio 

advertisements, publicity on out-of-home and digital platforms, educational 

talks as well as school workshops.  

 

 



• To promote a customer-centric culture for the PWM industry in Hong 

Kong, the HKMA has worked with Private Wealth Management 

Association (PWMA) in developing and implementing a TCF Charter for 

the PWM industry in June.  All 47 PWMA members have committed to 

implementing the Charter.  The HKMA also issued a circular in June to 

elucidate its expectation for all private banks to follow the principles.  

The HKMA and the PWMA have taken collective efforts to implement 

several initiatives to support the Charter, including a pilot apprenticeship 

programme to train up new talents to be competent and ethical 

practitioners to provide professional services and ensure fair treatment 

of customers.  

 

• The HKMA has been working closely with other financial regulators in 

Hong Kong in providing guidance and supervising selling of investment 

and insurance products by authorized institutions.  Our enhanced 

cooperation covered various aspects involving financial groups or 

regulated entities with close business relationships across different 

sectors in the financial services industry to ensure more co-ordinated 

and effective supervisory work.  Besides, the HKMA will work closely 

with the Insurance Authority (IA) to prepare for the implementation of the 

relevant regulatory regime for insurance intermediaries under the new 

Insurance Ordinance. 

 

• After consulting the IA and the banking industry, the HKMA launched a 

new half-yearly survey on AIs’ sale of insurance products to gather more 

comprehensive information and risk indicators for supervision in light of 

the growing volume and complexity of insurance products sold by 

authorized institutions in recent years.  Authorized institutions are given 

sufficient time for system modification before the first reporting period in 

the second half of 2018. 

 



• The HKMA has been following up and coordinating with retail banks to further 

enhance the coverage of banking networks in remote areas and public housing 

estates (PHEs).  Positive responses were received from banks.  Eight banks 

have earlier indicated their plans to set up a total of ten branches and three 

mobile branches in 2017 and 2018.  As of the end of September, five branches 

have already started operations in Tin Shui Wai North and Sha Tin respectively, 

and two additional mobile branches have also been put into service for 12 

PHEs.   

 

• The HKMA continues to work closely with the banking industry and business 

community on the important issue of account opening and maintenance.  

Following the collaboration with InvestHK in April, the HKMA has also jointly 

organised with the Trade and Industry Department a briefing cum networking 

session in June to share with the business community the changing 

international landscape and improvement measures related to account opening 

and maintenance introduced by banks.  Since the launch of the HKMA‘s 

dedicated webpage and email account, we have been receiving useful 

comments which are being followed up by a dedicated team.   

 

• We will continue to work with the banking industry, business community and 

relevant stakeholders to further enhance customer experience.  

 

 





Operation of financial infrastructure 

• The Hong Kong dollar, US dollar, Euro and Renminbi Real Time Gross 

Settlement systems, the Central Moneymarkets Unit (CMU) and the TR 

for OTC derivatives have been operating smoothly. 

 

Bond Connect 

• Since the launch of Bond Connect on 3 July 2017, related daily settlement 

operations performed by the CMU has been smooth. 

 

• The HKMA has also participated in roadshows to major financial centres 

in Asia, Europe and North America to actively promote Bond Connect to 

overseas investors. 

 

OTC derivatives trade repository 

• Since the reporting function of the TR was launched in July 2013, 

reporting by banks to the TR has been smooth. 

 

• A series of system operation training, system testing sessions and 

regulation briefings have been organised to support the Securities and 

Futures (OTC Derivatives Transactions-Reporting and Record Keeping 

Obligations) Rules which came into force on 10 July 2015.  Similar events 

continued to be organised to support the Securities and Futures (OTC 

Derivatives Transactions-Reporting and Record Keeping Obligations) 

(Amendment) Rules, which came into force on 1 July 2017. 

 



Smart Banking 

• The HKMA announced on 29 September 2017 the launch of seven new 

initiatives with a view to preparing Hong Kong to move into a new era of 

smart banking.  The seven initiatives include Faster Payment System, 

enhanced Fintech Supervisory Sandbox 2.0, promotion of virtual banking, 

Banking Made Easy initiative, Open Application Programming Interface 

(Open API), closer cross-border collaboration, and enhanced research 

and talent development. 

 

Fintech Day 

• The HKMA organised the HKMA Fintech Day at the Hong Kong 

Convention and Exhibition Centre on 25 October, with about 1,100 

participants attending the event.  The Fintech Day featured a series of 

activities including speeches, discussion panels, Fintech demonstrations, 

and technical workshops on payment technology, DLT and Open API.  

 

• The second whitepaper on DLT was released at the event, revealing more 

detailed findings on control principles, and regulatory and legal 

implications.  

 



Cross-border cooperation 

Cooperation with Shenzhen 

• In June 2017, the HKMA and the Office of Financial Development Service, the People’s 

Government of Shenzhen Municipality (SZ OFDS) agreed to promote cooperation 

between Hong Kong and Shenzhen, with a view to creating a more favourable 

environment for the development and use of fintech by banks and other financial 

institutions in both cities.  The HKMA and SZ OFDS will promote cooperation on three 

fronts, which include providing reciprocal soft-landing support for fintech firms, offering 

internship opportunities and organising fintech events.  

 

Cooperation with Singapore 

• Several banks in Hong Kong are now developing a DLT-based local trade finance 

platform to digitalise paper-based documents and automate the trade finance process.  

In order to maximise the benefits of the trade finance platform, the HKMA is in discussion 

with Singapore authorities on building a cross-border infrastructure to connect the 

platform with a similar trade platform in Singapore. 

 

Fintech Supervisory Sandbox  

• The FSS is in good progress. As of mid-October 2017, 25 new technology products have 

been tested in the FSS, covering biometric authentication, securities trading services, 

Application Programming Interface services, blockchain, chatbot and soft tokens. 

 

• FSS 2.0 introduced three new features: (i) a Fintech Supervisory Chatroom will be set 

up; (ii) tech firms may have direct access to the FSS through the Chatroom; (iii) the 

sandboxes of the HKMA, the Securities and Futures Commission and the Insurance 

Authority will be linked up.  

 



Faster Payment System 

• The FPS would bring along the following benefits: (i) enhancing payment 

convenience and efficiency, (ii) providing a level-playing field between banks 

and non-bank payment service providers as the FPS supports both sectors; 

and (iii) reinforcing Hong Kong’s status as an international financial centre. 

 

• FPS is a multi-currency system.  In light of the practical needs of the market, 

the system will first support Hong Kong dollar and renminbi at the initial 

stage. 

 

• Upon its commencement of service in September 2018, the system will 

cover real-time credit transfer, real-time direct debit, addressing service 

(which supports the use of an account proxy including mobile number and 

email address for receiving payments) and electronic direct debit 

authorisation.  

 

QR Code Standard 

• A working group on QR code standard, which comprises major credit card 

scheme operators, banks, stored value facility licensees and merchant 

acquirers, has been established with an aim of developing a common QR 

code standard for QR code payments by the end of 2017. 

 

• A common QR code standard enables a merchant to use a single QR code, 

to accept QR code payment solutions from multiple payment service 

providers.  Consumers would find it more convenient to make QR code 

payments. 



 

 



 
 



• Having regard to local market conditions, Hong Kong has been 

reviewing the need and feasibility in reforming major interest rate and FX 

benchmarks along international recommendations promulgated to 

enhance the transparency and robustness of benchmarks that are 

widely used in the global financial markets. 

• Major reforms on FX benchmarks have been completed.  The HKMA is 

now working with the administrator of Hong Kong’s financial 

benchmarks, namely the Treasury Markets Association, to reform the 

Hong Kong Interbank Offered Rate and Hong Kong Dollar Overnight 

Index Average as appropriate.  The HKMA will take into account 

international progress and developments as reference for our local 

review. 





• In the first eight months of 2017, RMB trade settlement handled by banks in 

Hong Kong totalled RMB2,414.9 billion. 

 

• In the first eight months of 2017, the average daily turnover of Hong Kong 

RMB Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) system stood at RMB899.3 billion. 



• At end-August 2017, renminbi customer deposits and outstanding 

renminbi certificates of deposit amounted to RMB532.8 billion and 

RMB58.9 billion respectively, totalling RMB591.7 billion. 

 

• At end-August 2017, outstanding renminbi loans amounted to RMB178.2 

billion.  Outstanding dim sum bonds amounted to RMB233.3 billion.  The 

dim sum bond issuance totalled RMB10.6 billion for the first eight months 

of 2017. 

 



• The HKMA maintained ongoing dialogues with other offshore renminbi 

centres and continued our marketing efforts through active participation 

in industry events to promote Hong Kong’s renminbi business platform 

and our unique role as a springboard between Mainland China and the 

rest of the world.   

 

• The First Hong Kong-Switzerland Financial Dialogue was held by the 

HKMA and the State Secretariat for International Financial Matters (SIF) 

under the Swiss Federal Department of Finance in Bern, Switzerland on 

19 September to promote cooperation on financial market issues, 

including renminbi internationalisation, wealth management and fintech.  

The HKMA and Swiss Bankers Association also facilitated an open 

seminar on the same date, providing a platform for the private sector to 

exchange views on the latest trends and development in the global 

financial markets and explore room for collaboration. 

 



• Developing Hong Kong into a regional hub for CTCs has been one of the 

important areas of work of the HKMA in recent years.  With their vast global 

business networks, some multinational corporations process numerous large-

value payments on a daily basis.  Under their treasury management systems, 

it is common for cash management, receipt/payment processing, financing, 

risk management, etc. to be centralised to facilitate management of these 

corporate treasury functions.  The development of Hong Kong as a CTC hub 

would complement many of Hong Kong’s existing strengths, such as the 

largest global offshore RMB business hub, capital formation, banking network, 

etc., thereby reinforcing Hong Kong’s status as an international financial centre 

and promoting the development of headquarters economy in Hong Kong.  

 

• The HKMA has been working closely with the private sector and other 

Government agencies in organising various marketing activities to promote 

Hong Kong as a preferred regional destination for CTCs.  After launching the 

tax measures in June 2016, the HKMA has reached out to around 300 

corporations.  Industry feedback has been positive.  More than 30 corporations 

have reflected to the HKMA that they are actively considering establishing or 

expanding their CTCs in Hong Kong. 



• The Financial Secretary has recently indicated that in order to enhance the 

competitiveness of Hong Kong in developing its fund industry, the 

Government would comprehensively review the tax treatments applicable 

under different fund regimes, including the feasibility of introducing a LP 

platform for PE funds.   

 

• The HKMA fully supports the Administration in taking the above initiative 

forward.  We are reviewing the PE fund platform in Hong Kong.  The review 

covers the LP legal framework and tax treatments for PE funds, with a view 

to attracting more PE funds to set up onshore. 

 



• IFFO has been proactively facilitating infrastructure investments and their 

financing since its launch on 4 July 2016.  As of September 2017, the 

number of IFFO partners has grown from 41 at inception to over 70. IFFO 

has also organised and participated in over 15 large-scale conferences, 

seminars and workshops on infrastructure investment and financing.  

• In particular, IFFO hosted the Senior Executive Training Program on 31 

July - 4 August 2017, organised by the IFC in partnership with the Harvard 

Kennedy School.  The Program was attended by 50 senior executives from 

institutional investors, development and policy banks, project developers 

and operators, and public officials, who are experienced in advisory and 

investment areas.  The Program’s objective is to advance the dialogue on 

public-private partnerships and project finance to a broad group of experts 

and decision makers with a view to fostering the development of 

infrastructure projects that better address the needs of the population and 

governments of the region.  

• The IFFO panel discussion at the Belt & Road Summit on 11 September 

was moderated by Dr Victor Fung, Advisor of IFFO.  The speakers 

discussed about the infrastructure needs and financing opportunities along 

the Belt and Road region, and how Hong Kong can position itself to 

capture these opportunities.  The panel discussion was well received and 

attended by more than 1,000 overseas and local industry leaders from 

various sectors.  



 

• HKMA Chief Executive moderated a panel discussion at the Think Asia 

Think Hong Kong event in London.  The speakers discussed about the 

opportunities as well as challenges arising from the Belt and Road 

Initiative, and how Hong Kong can serve as the gateway to these 

investment and financing opportunities. 

• The HKMA signed an agreement with the IFC, a member of the World 

Bank Group, on 19 September in London, committing US$1 billion to the 

innovative Managed Co-Lending Portfolio Program (MCPP) debt 

mobilisation platform for emerging markets.  The HKMA will support IFC 

in financing projects across more than 100 countries, covering 

infrastructure, telecom, manufacturing, agribusiness and services. 

 

 

 

























• Since inception in mid-October 2016, the extension of the RMP to 

cover subsidised sale flats has been well received by the market.  Up 

to end-September 2017, 341 applications had been received.  



• Industry types of approved applications for 80% loan guarantee products: 

 

Manufacturing sector   22.7% 

– Textiles and clothing   4.3% 

– Electronics    2.1%  

– Plastics    1.8% 

– Printing and publishing   1.6% 

 

Non-manufacturing sector   77.3% 

– Trading  45.8% 

– Wholesale and retail   9.2% 

– Construction      3.1% 

– Engineering                        3.1% 



• Industry types for the approved start-up loans and self-employment loans 

(excluding 2 self-enhancement loans): 

 

 Some approved applications are classified as more than one of these 

industry types 

 

      - Services  124 cases (47%) 

      - Retail    71 cases (27%) 

      - Wholesale    38 cases (15%) 

      - Manufacturing     20 cases (8%) 

      - IT related        8 cases (3%) 










